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A Year to Make You Proud 
 

Wow! Where has the time gone? First grade has been so busy 

that time has just flown by. Throughout the entire year we 

have looked at the many ways first graders can perform 

mitzvot for those around us. Whether we were making snacks 

to welcome guests into our home, making trail mix for a 

shelter, making quilt squares for blankets for Project Linus, or 

creating Shabbat boxes and visiting with the residents of 

Gidwitz, first graders have been making an impact all around 

them! 
 

Aside from learning about mitzvot, the first graders worked 

hard to finish their introduction to the Hebrew alphabet. They 

made the letters out of play-doh, did color-by-letter, put their 

bodies in the shapes of letters, worked in their machberet, 

and even did some Sudoku. Please help reinforce the letters 

with your children over the summer by playing fun games with 

the letters. 
 

Finally, first graders have been learning the stories of our 

Jewish history and have been learning a little about our 

homeland, Israel. The students had some unique hands-on 

experiences in place of a traditional Passover seder. For 

example, they examined what liquid really does taste the 

most like tears and what best represents the bitterness of 

slavery. It has been wonderful watching them learn and grow. 

Have a wonderful summer! 

L’Shalom, 

Erica Veronie, First Grade 

 

Heh Class 5779 

Aleph Siyum  

Second Grade 5779  



 

 

 

 

   

 

Kindergarten Hopes 
We cannot believe that Sunday School is over 

for the year.  We had our own Passover Seder, 

which the kids helped prepare for by making 

charoset.  They love to “cook,” so we also 

made pickles one 

Sunday.  Yum!  We 

rounded out our year 

on notes of hope for 

the future of our 

Jewish people.  The 

yeladim learned about 

tolerance, and how 

intolerance led to the 

Holocaust.  We also learned that in the end, 

Israel was granted statehood.  Hope, always 

hope.  We celebrated Mother’s Day by 

focusing on women who have made a 

significant impact on our Jewish world, from 

the Torah to modern times.   And we shared 

our final snack of the year….ice cream!  Did 

you know that Hagen Dasz, Baskin-Robbins 

and Ben & Jerry’s were all started by Jewish 

people? After singing Artic Menta, we shared 

ice cream for breakfast.  I cannot think of a 

better way to end our year together!  A special 

thanks to my wonderful madricha, Miriam 

Besser, for all of your help this year.   

 

B’Shalom,  

Debbie Wiess, Kindergarten 

 Aleph Kallah Fun 
The Aleph Class had a wonderful time on their Kallah. The students participated in 

hands-on workshops focusing on SpaceIL and Beresheet, SpaceIL’s spacecraft. After 

learning all about Beresheet, groups created an edible version of it incorporating 

items that represent Israel and Judaism on their 

spacecraft. Students also learned about Israel’s many 

amazing innovations and had the opportunity to teach 

other classmates about what they learned. Everyone 

helped lead parts of Friday night and Saturday morning 

services and took part in an outdoor Havdalah service. 

The class had the opportunity to learn archery, 

participate in team building activities, zip line, climb a rock wall, make smores, and 

much more. The weather was beautiful and students also had time to relax, play 

games, and hang out with friends!  

Peggy Wiener, Aleph 

 

Bet: Power of Words 
The Bet students have been very busy over the past few weeks! They did a wonderful 

job at the Bet Service in April.  The kids chanted the prayers beautifully! All the 

teachers and families were very proud of their hard work!  
 

In the classroom, we have been learning about Koach HaDibbur, the power of words.  

We have discussed how powerful the spoken and written word can be.  We even had 

a debate about whether words or actions are more powerful.  What do you think?  
 

The children continued to learn and grow at the Kallah.  We had beautiful weather, 

which allowed the kids to climb the rock wall, go zip lining, do archery, teambuilding 

activities and games.  We spent time learning about Israel’s impact on technology.  

One of the kids’ favorite activities was creating a model of Beresheet, Israel’s rocket, 

out of food! Another highlight of the weekend was listening to eight Bet students 

chant Torah for the first time.  It was very meaningful for the readers and the rest of 

the students and teachers.  Everyone had a great time! 

 Stacy Groner, Bet 

 



 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Gimel Hebrew 
It has been an incredibly busy year in Gimel Hebrew with an energetic 

group of students.  All have enjoyed solving the daily Heblish riddles, 

learning new tefilot and playing the many Hebrew games.  In this last 

part of the year, we successfully learned the entire Musaf Kedusha, as 

well as all of the Ashrei, a challenging task to be sure!  We have enjoyed 

playing Ashrei bingo, Tefilah Tic-Tac-Toe and more!  Remember to 

continue to review the tefilot (prayers) over the summer. 

B’Shalom,  

Natalie Gurin, Gimel Hebrew 

 

Dalet Cooks for their Families 
The Dalet students learned what types of land animals, birds and fish, 

according to the Kosher laws, are allowed to be eaten, and which 

animals are forbidden. They also discussed the reasoning behind 

separating milk and meat. The students learned that the Torah mentions 

several times that it is forbidden to boil a kid in its mother’s milk. In fact, 

it is stated three separate times. As a culminating activity, they visited 

Jewel and went on a scavenger hunt to locate foods to use for a kosher 

meal. They cooked several recipes for their families.  

 

The students learned about Shalom. Although most people know this 

word means peace, it also means whole or complete. The Dalet students 

have had wonderful conversations regarding keeping Shalom with their 

friends and families. They also learned how their actions contribute to 

peace. 

 

This has been a wonderful year learning about various Jewish values. The 

Dalet students discussed in class how they will continue to apply these 

values throughout their lives. 

Michele Sussman & June Fox, Dalet 

 

 

 

 

 Bet & Dalet Hebrew 

Collaboration 
  

The final part of the 

school year has 

found has busy with 

many activities.  

We’ve continued 

learning many 

tefilot (prayers) and were able to participate in a 

special tefilah mosaic project with one of the Bet 

Hebrew classes.  Each Bet student was paired up 

with a Dalet student.  We began by reading and 

discussing the Shema and V’Ahavta.   

 

Next, each pair experimented with an App called 

Sketches either on an iPad or Chromebook.  This 

App allows one to sketch using a variety of tools 

and colors.  After we felt comfortable with the 

program, we were instructed to create a picture 

which showed our connections and thoughts to 

the Shema and V’Ahavta.  Upon completion of 

these images, we then had to write and share 

what we drew and why.  We will then share our 

Tefilah Mosaic with the rest of the class upon 

completion.  It was a great experience and we all 

look forward to using this program next year. 

 

Yochi Eilian, Bet & Natalie Gurin, Dalet 

    
 

 

Heh Celebration 
The Heh year was full of projects, guest speakers, field trips, art 

work, discussions based on Judaic values and team work. At 

our Heh Celebration, all the students work was displayed that 

dealt with Israel, Holocaust, Jewish identity and much more. 

Your children thought “outside the box” when discussing and 

then applying their knowledge. It has been a pleasure to work 

with your children!!! What an awesome year!!! 

Tammy Scheibe, Heh 


